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"Jim Garrison's Response" to the NBC 6/19/67 program. 

Garrison supervised preparation of program. 
G. starts "in the months to come" you will learn" - 
He speaks of "fairy tales" - the conclusion of the Warren Report 
is a fairy tale - it is untrue - a fiction - a myth. 

He indicates a "handful" of people in federal agencies in 
Washington & in news agencies are concealing the truth. 

President Kennedy was assassinated by men who sought to effect 
a change in our foreign policy. He traces history of U.S. approach 
to Cube & to Russia during K's presidency. 

He says 'shooting was from 2 places in rear and grassy knoll in front. 

Pres. K. was assassinated by men once associated with CIA. 

There are hundreds of documents classified "Secret" - CIA file 
on Ruby. Oswald was in employ of intelligence agency. 

In 8/63 LHO questioned by federal agent - the notes were burned. 
He says lots of papers were 1Jr.a,JC. 

he 	 NBC & Newsweek .- he says he has never had a case 
reversed in 5 years. NBC & Newsweek are trying "to fool you." 
He claims there is an effort to prejudice potential jurors. 

Newsweek's story of the bribery of Eeauboeuf - innocent. 

NBC stated it had found the real Clay Bertrand - the man they 
said was Bertrand denied it. 

4e referred to Cancler - NBC's story that Cancler was requested 
to break into Shaw's apt. Cancler took 5th Amendment before 
grand jury. 

He illustrates with a chart of bullet which hit Gov. Connally, 
He implies Warren Comm.by its chart of Gov. Connally & the path of 
bullet which hit him deceived American public - that it selected 
portion of picture instead of presenting full picture. 

It is impossible to uphold "the single assassin theory." 

He questions the "expert testimony." 

He pictures it as conflict between "truth and power" & he represents 
"truth" & press and federal agencies "power." 


